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After decades of effortless growth and prosperity, America's postsecondary institutions of education have come under increasing financial
stress and waning public support. In part, this stress reflects a slowdown in the real rate of national economic growth and the loss of federal
and state revenues for education generally. It also reflects a trend of state legislatures simply giving higher education an ever lower ranking
on the list of funding priorities. Postsecondary educational institutions in the United States will continue to face increasing financial stress and
waning public support as critics question the contribution of higher education to economic growth, which historically has been a major
rationale for funding. Unless the trends in education financing can be changed, higher edu cation can be expected to stagnate. What, if
anything, can be done? As a starting point, advocates of higher education need to more fully recognize the important ways in which higher
education influences technological change and also is influenced by that change. As demonstrated by the chapters in this book, higher
education is not a neutral or passive player in economic growth. This volume addresses topics related to the role of postsecondary education
in national economic development within the United States.
The reputation of corporate reporting has been in crisis. Trust in the process of financial accounting and auditing has been undermined by a
series of high profile scandals involving major corporations, including Enron, Parmalat, Ahold, and Worldcom. In response, regulators and
practitioners world-wide have put forward a series of initiatives to repair the damage and restore faith in corporate governance. In this
important book, the European Auditing Research Network analyzes how that response has developed in Europe, with particular emphasis on
the field of auditing. Leading international academics review how regulation has been revised in specific European countries to help restore
confidence in the contribution of auditing to corporate governance. Various themes are explored, including the growing trend of
internationalization in regulation, ethics and auditing, professional liability, and professional education. Auditing, Trust and Governance is an
invaluable volume for students, researchers and professionals working in the fields of auditing, accountancy and corporate governance, and
provides a useful basis for further research on the effects of the increased regulation.
From Ismail Kadare, winner of the inaugural Man Booker International Prize – a novelist in the class of Coetzee, Pamuk, Márquez, and
Rushdie – the stunning new translation of one of his major works. In the early fifteenth century, as winter falls away, the people of Albania
know that their fate is sealed. They have refused to negotiate with the Ottoman Empire, and war is now inevitable. Soon enough, dust kicked
up by Turkish horses is spotted from a citadel. Brightly coloured banners, hastily constructed minarets, and tens of thousands of men fill the
plain below. From this moment on, the world is waiting to hear that the fortress has fallen. The Siege tells the enthralling story of the weeks
and months that follow – of the exhilaration and despair of the battlefield, the constantly shifting strategies of war, and those whose lives are
held in the balance, from the Pasha himself to the artillerymen, astrologer, blind poet, and harem of women who accompany him. "Believe
me," the general said. "I’ve taken part in many sieges but this," he waved towards the castle walls, "is where the most fearful carnage of our
times will take place. And you surely know as well as I do that great massacres always give birth to great books. You really do have an
opportunity to write a thundering chronicle redolent with pitch and blood, and it will be utterly different from the graceful whines composed at
the fireside by squealers who never went to war." Brilliantly vivid, as insightful as it is compelling, The Siege is an unforgettable account of the
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clash of two great civilisations, and a portrait of war that will resonate across the centuries.
Written by experts actively involved in the 3GPP standards and product development, LTE for UMTS, Second Edition gives a complete and
up-to-date overview of Long Term Evolution (LTE) in a systematic and clear manner. Building upon on the success of the first edition, LTE for
UMTS, Second Edition has been revised to now contain improved coverage of the Release 8 LTE details, including field performance results,
transport network, self optimized networks and also covering the enhancements done in 3GPP Release 9. This new edition also provides an
outlook to Release 10, including the overview of Release 10 LTE-Advanced technology components which enable reaching data rates
beyond 1 Gbps. Key updates for the second edition of LTE for UMTS are focused on the new topics from Release 9 & 10, and include: LTE-
Advanced; Self optimized networks (SON); Transport network dimensioning; Measurement results.
This book, based on Transport and Urban Development COST Action TU1208, presents the most advanced applications of ground
penetrating radar (GPR) in a civil engineering context, with documentation of instrumentation, methods and results. It explains clearly how
GPR can be employed for the surveying of critical transport infrastructure, such as roads, pavements, bridges and tunnels and for the sensing
and mapping of underground utilities and voids. Detailed attention is also devoted to use of GPR in the inspection of geological structures and
of construction materials and structures, including reinforced concrete, steel reinforcing bars and pre/post-tensioned stressing ducts.
Advanced methods for solution of electromagnetic scattering problems and new data processing techniques are also presented. Readers will
come to appreciate that GPR is a safe, advanced, non destructive and noninvasive imaging technique that can be effectively used for the
inspection of composite structures and the performance of diagnostics relevant to the entire life cycle of civil engineering works.
This third edition of Teaching and the Case Method is a further response to increased national and international interest in teaching, teachers,
and learning, as well as the pressing need to enhance instructional effectiveness in the widest possible variety of settings. Like its
predecessors, this edition celebrates the joys of teaching and learning at their best and emphasizes the reciprocal exchange of wisdom that
teachers and students can experience. It is based on the belief that teaching is not purely a matter of inborn talent. On the contrary, the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that make for excellence in teaching can be analyzed, abstracted, and learned. One key premise of Teaching
and the Case Method is that all teaching and learning involve a core of universally applicable principles that can be discerned and absorbed
through the study and discussion of cases.
"We live in an era where the university system is undergoing great changes owing to developments in financing policies and research
priorities, as well as changes in the society in which this system is embedded. This change toward a more market-oriented university, which
also has immediate effects in academic peripheries such as the Balkans, the Middle East, or South-East Asia, is of great influence for the
pedagogical practice of "less profitable" academic areas such as the Humanities: philosophy, languages, sociology, anthropology,
history.Because of the absence of a historically grounded establishment of the Humanities, academic peripheries, usually accompanied by a
weak civil society infrastructure, seem to offer the most fertile ground for rethinking the Humanities, their pedagogical practice, and their
politics, as well as the greatest threats, such as the ongoing capitalization of research, and profitability as the norm of educational
achievement. The sprawling presence of for-profit universities and in academic peripheries such as Albania and Kosovo is indicative of this
problematic, as are consistent underfunding of universities and the relentless budget cuts in American and English, and to a lesser extent
European, universities. Motivations for this ongoing attack on the university are often driven by a political system or a politics with an
aggressive stance to critical thought."
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SNA techniques are derived from sociological and social-psychological theories and take into account the whole network (or, in case of very
large networks such as Twitter -- a large segment of the network). Thus, we may arrive at results that may seem counter-intuitive -- e.g. that
Jusin Bieber (7.5 mil. followers) and Lady Gaga (7.2 mil. followers) have relatively little actual influence despite their celebrity status -- while a
middle-of-the-road blogger with 30K followers is able to generate tweets that "go viral" and result in millions of impressions. O'Reilly's "Mining
Social Media" and "Programming Collective Intelligence" books are an excellent start for people inteseted in SNA. This book builds on these
books' foundations to teach a new, pragmatic, way of doing SNA. I would like to write a book that links theory ("why is this important?", "how
do various concepts interact?", "how do I interpret quantitative results?") and practice -- gathering, analyzing and visualizing data using
Python and other open-source tools.
Naše temeLTE for UMTSEvolution to LTE-AdvancedJohn Wiley & Sons
2. Introduction to Internet Explorer 5 and the World Wide Web. 3. e-Business Models. 4. Internet Marketing. 5. Online Monetary Transactions.
6. Legal, Ethical and Social Issues; Internet Taxation. 7. Computer and Network Security. 8. Hardware, Software and Communications. 9.
Introduction to HyperText Markup Language 4 (HTML 4). 10. Intermediate HTML 4. 11. Ultimate Paint. 12. Microsoft FrontPage Express. 13.
JavaScript/JScript: Introduction to Scripting. 14. JavaScript/JScript: Control Structures I. 15. JavaScript/JScript: Control Structures II. 16.
JavaScript/JScript: Functions. 17. JavaScript/JScript: Arrays. 18. JavaScript/JScript: Objects. 19. Dynamic HTML: Cascading Style SheetsT
(CSS). 20. Dynamic HTML: Object Model and Collections. 21. Dynamic HTML: Event Model. 22. Dynamic HTML: Filters and Transitions. 23.
Dynamic HTML: Data Binding with Tabular Data Control. 24. Dynamic HTML: Client-Side Scripting with VBScript. 25. Active Server Pages
(ASP). 26. ASP Case Studies. 27. XML (Extensible Markup Language). 28. Case Study: An Online Bookstore. 29. Perl 5 and CGI (Common
Gateway Interface). 30. Dynamic HTML: Structured Graphics ActiveX Control. 31. Dynamic HTML: Path, Sequencer and Sprite ActiveX
Controls. 32. Multimedia: Audio, Video, Speech Synthesis and Recognition. 33. Macromediar FlashT 4: Building Interactive Animations. 34.
Accessibility. Appendix A: HTML Special Characters. Appendix B: HTML Colors. Appendix C: ASCII Character Set. Appendix D: Operator
Precedence Charts. Bibliography. Index.
Truly global in scope and ambition, the 21st Century Public Manager addresses key trends, challenges, and opportunities facing public
managers across contexts and regimes. This accessible textbook aims to inspire public managers in rethinking their roles, skills, and values
as they enter a VUCA world—one characterized by volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity. It is written for aspiring and current public
managers in graduate schools and executive education programs.
English for Business Studies is a course for upper-intermediate and advanced level students who need to understand and discuss business
and economic concepts.
This is the third edition of this manual which contains updated practical guidance on biosafety techniques in laboratories at all levels. It is
organised into nine sections and issues covered include: microbiological risk assessment; lab design and facilities; biosecurity concepts;
safety equipment; contingency planning; disinfection and sterilisation; the transport of infectious substances; biosafety and the safe use of
recombinant DNA technology; chemical, fire and electrical safety aspects; safety organisation and training programmes; and the safety
checklist.
"THE CODE OF LEKE DUKAGJINI is a great cultural treasure, comparable to the chapters of The Old Testament." "It provides
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deep insights into the ancient society of the Albanians, their somber dignity & their magnificent sense of honor."--David Binder,
The New York Times. "This legal system was established & passed on to future generations as a common law by Leke Dukagjini,
a co-fighter of the legendary Skenderbeg." "The 'Besa' or the 'word of honor' as stated in THE CODE OF LEKE DUKAGJINI which
means peace & protection to those whom it is given, has become today an important fighting tool in the political struggle of
Kosovo's Albanians against Serb oppression."--Victor Meier, The Frankfurter Allgemeine Seitung. "The legal Code of the
Albanians known by them for a thousand years, is one of the most original in the history of mankind. Among the basic pillars of this
code are the equality of men before the code & the non-abuse of justice." "The entire essence of the legal code of the Albanians is
an unparalleled rigorous respect for this basic principle: non-violation of the dignity of a man- his honor, home, & life."--Ismail
Kadare, Albanian writer.
This volume, published in association with the UK chapter of the Academy of International Business , again contains a number of
contributions from leading academics. The book looks at the environmental influences on internationalisation and considers the
strategic options available to firms.
IoT Security Issues looks at the burgeoning growth of devices of all kinds controlled over the Internet of all varieties, where product
comes first and security second. In this case, security trails badly. This book examines the issues surrounding these problems,
vulnerabilities, what can be done to solve the problem, investigating the stack for the roots of the problems and how programming
and attention to good security practice can combat the problems today that are a result of lax security processes on the Internet of
Things. This book is for people interested in understanding the vulnerabilities on the Internet of Things, such as programmers who
have not yet been focusing on the IoT, security professionals and a wide array of interested hackers and makers. This book
assumes little experience or knowledge of the Internet of Things. To fully appreciate the book, limited programming background
would be helpful for some of the chapters later in the book, though the basic content is explained. The author, Alasdair Gilchrist,
has spent 25 years as a company director in the fields of IT, Data Communications, Mobile Telecoms and latterly Cloud/SDN/NFV
technologies, as a professional technician, support manager, network and security architect. He has project-managed both agile
SDLC software development as well as technical network architecture design. He has experience in the deployment and
integration of systems in enterprise, cloud, fixed/mobile telecoms, and service provider networks. He is therefore knowledgeable in
a wide range of technologies and has written a number of books in related fields.
Drawing on recent advances in the social sciences, this volume shows how rigorous, theory-based empirical research can help
improve the management of public policies and programs—and how better governance can lead to better performance. These
original essays demonstrate how better data and improved statistical techniques have allowed researchers to construct more
complex models of governance processes and thereby assess the effects of many variables on policy and program outcomes.
They present useful research results that illuminate such issues as automatic grade advancement in public schools, management
of federally-funded job-training programs, reducing welfare caseloads, and management of welfare-to-work programs. Illustrating a
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range of theoretical and methodological possibilities, this book shows how more sophisticated research in public management can
help improve government performance.
Offers an introduction to modern economics principles.
For programmers who prefer content to frills, this guide has succinct and straightforward information for putting Access to its full,
individually tailored use.
Professor McNabb has produced an excellent overview of the management challenges facing public utilities in the 21st century.
His description of the evolution, changes, and challenges of different types of utilities is insightful. What makes this book uniquely
valuable is his addressing the variety of utility management responsibilities including human resources, information services, and
strategic planning in a single volume. I recommend it highly. Jeffrey Showman, Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission, US An introduction to the current issues and challenges facing managers and administrators in the investor and
publicly owned utility industry, this engaging volume addresses management concerns in three sectors of the utility industry:
electric power, natural gas, and water and wastewater systems. Beginning with a brief overview of the historical development of
the industry, the author looks at policy issues and discusses management ethics. He then examines a number of the major
challenges in these organizational functions: management and leadership, planning, marketing, accounting and finance,
information technology, governance, and human resources. In the final section of the volume he looks at issues specific to each of
the three industry sectors. Accessible and comprehensive, this thoughtful exploration of the various issues facing managers in
public utilities in the new century will prove a useful overview for students of business and economics, utility staff, and directors of
local utility governing boards.
In this book, the insiders who created the W3C Cascading Style Sheet standard show readers exactly how to use it, with up-to-
date coverage of printing, positioning, scripting fonts and more.
Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Network Server Questions--Specifically for Linux Administrators Tap into Linux's
impressive capabilities as a network server. Written by one of the world's leading Linux system administration experts, Linux
Network Servers teaches you, step-by-step, all the standard and advanced techniques you need to know to configure and
administer a full range of network services, from file and printer sharing to email and the Web. Hundreds of clear, consistent
examples illustrate these techniques in detail--so you stay on track and accomplish all your goals. Coverage includes the following:
Installing Linux Understanding the boot process Working with the network interface Setting up login services Using Linux name
services Configuring a mail server Setting up Apache Web server Configuring network gateway services Configuring desktop
configuration server Setting up file sharing Setting up printer services Securing your server Troubleshooting The Craig Hunt Linux
Library The Craig Hunt Linux Library provides in-depth, advanced coverage of the key topics for Linux administrators. Topics
include Samba, System Administration, DNS Server Administration, Apache, Security, and Sendmail. Each book in the series is
either written by or meticulously reviewed by Craig Hunt to ensure the highest quality and most complete coverage for networking
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professionals working specifically in Linux environments.
Sage Advice on Going Global Root's perspective is extremely insightful, and clearly the work of one who knows his topics from
personal experience. It encapsulates what some of us have taken decades to learn through trial and error. --Larry D. Bouts,
president, International Division, Toys-R-Us, Inc. The North American Free Trade Agreement, the new European common market,
and the opening of Eastern Europe--among other recent geopolitical developments--have created unprecedented opportunities for
American companies seeking to enter foreign markets. This guide offers executives practical advice, recently updated and
expanded, on deciding which markets to enter, choosing a product for international distribution, designing an entry strategy, and
developing an effective international marketing plan.
Are you looking to take advantage of social media for your business or organization? With easy-to-understand introductions to
blogging, forums, opinion and review sites, and social networks such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, this book will help you
choose the best -- and avoid the worst -- of the social web's unique marketing opportunities. The Social Media Marketing Book
guides you through the maze of communities, platforms, and social media tools so you can decide which ones to use, and how to
use them most effectively. With an objective approach and clear, straightforward language, Dan Zarrella, aka "The Social Media &
Marketing Scientist," shows you how to plan and implement campaigns intelligently, and then measure results and track return on
investment. Whether you're a seasoned pro or new to the social web, this book will take you beyond the jargon to social media
marketing mastery. Make sense of this complicated environment with the help of screenshots, graphs, and visual explanations
Understand the history and culture of each social media type, including features, functionality, and protocols Get clear-cut
explanations of the methods you need to trigger viral marketing successes Choose the technologies and marketing tactics most
relevant to your campaign goals Learn how to set specific goals for your campaigns and evaluate them according to key
performance indicators Praise for The Social Media Marketing Book: "Let Zarrella take you to social-media marketing school.
You'll learn more from reading this book than a month of research on the Internet."--Guy Kawasaki, co-founder of Alltop.com "If I
could be any other person for a day, it would be Dan Zarella. Either him or Brad Pitt. But Dan's smarter. This book is why I say
that."--Chris Brogan, President of New Marketing Labs "This book demonstrates a beginning to the endless possibilities of the
Social Web."-- Brian Solis, publisher of leading marketing blog PR 2.0
Designed to complement each other, this book and DVDROM package takes Web designers further along the path to becoming
CSS experts • • Leading-edge CSS book and video training DVD-ROM reveals what's possible with CSS3 now. • Author teaches
at conferences worldwide and is the author of the bestselling book Bulletproof Web Design, also by New Riders • Practical and
progressive CSS techniques for the intermediate to advanced Web designer presented in an approachable style. This packaged
product includes Handcrafted CSS: More Bulletproof Web Design (book) and Handcrafted CSS: Bulletproof Essentials (DVD-
ROM). The book and DVD are designed to complement each other and provide a complete training solution for the intermediate to
advanced Web designer.
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Essential HTML skills—made easy! Thoroughly updated and revised, HTML: A Beginners Guide, Fifth Edition shows you, step by
step, how to create dynamic websites with HTML. The book covers new HTML5 features, including video, audio, and canvas
elements. Learn how to structure a page, place images, format text, create links, add color, work with multimedia, and use forms.
You'll also go beyond the basics and find out how to work with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), create dynamic web content with
JavaScript, upload your site to the web, and code HTML emails. By the end of the book you'll be able to build custom websites
using the latest HTML techniques. Chapters include: Key Skills & Concepts--Chapter-opening lists of specific skills covered in the
chapter Ask the Expert--Q & A sections filled with bonus information and helpful tips Try This--Hands-on exercises that show you
how to apply your skills Notes--Extra information related to the topic being covered Tips--Helpful reminders or alternate ways of
doing things Self-Tests--End-of-chapter reviews to test your knowledge Annotated syntax--Example code with commentary that
describes the programming techniques being illustrated
This book provides an overview of approaches to assist researchers and practitioners to explore ways of undertaking research in
the information literacy field. The first chapter provides an introductory overview of research by Dr Kirsty Williamson (author of
Research Methods for Students, Academics and Professionals: Information Management and Systems) and this sets the scene for
the rest of the chapters where each author explores the key aspects of a specific method and explains how it may be applied in
practice. The methods covered include those representing qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods. Both a chapter on the
topical evidence-based practice approach, and another critiquing it, are also included. The final chapter points the way towards
potential new directions for the burgeoning field. Renowned information literacy researcher Dr Christine Bruce affirms the
usefulness of the book: New researchers and early career professionals will appreciate the clarity of the introductions provided' to
each of the methods covered.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez is a gifted writer, and nowhere does he write with the fervor that he does in "One Hundred Years
of Solitude," a pleasurable ride unmatched in modern literature.
When it was first published in the author's native country, THE PALACE OF DREAMS was immediately banned. The
novel revolves around a secret ministry whose task is not just to spy on its citizens, but to collect and interpret their
dreams. An entire nation's unconscious is thus tapped and meticulously laid bare in the form of images and symbols of
the dreaming mind.
Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact.
"Programming languages embody the pragmatics of designing software systems, and also the mathematical concepts
which underlie them. Anyone who wants to know how, for example, object-oriented programming rests upon a firm
foundation in logic should read this book. It guides one surefootedly through the rich variety of basic programming
concepts developed over the past forty years." -- Robin Milner, Professor of Computer Science, The Computer
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Laboratory, Cambridge University "Programming languages need not be designed in an intellectual vacuum; John
Mitchell's book provides an extensive analysis of the fundamental notions underlying programming constructs. A basic
grasp of this material is essential for the understanding, comparative analysis, and design of programming languages." --
Luca Cardelli, Digital Equipment Corporation Written for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students,
"Foundations for Programming Languages" uses a series of typed lambda calculi to study the axiomatic, operational, and
denotational semantics of sequential programming languages. Later chapters are devoted to progressively more
sophisticated type systems.
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